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SOMMARIO 

Gli autori propongono un procedimento approssimato per la 
risoluzione del problema della identificazione della trasrnlsslvlta 
nei mezzi porosi, consistente nel .rltener!a costante rispetto al 
gradiente rna non alia divergenza. 

Ne segue che detto problema pub essere risolto con 10 stesso 
modello matematico che si adotta per il procedlmento diretto (cal
colo della piezometria) che peraltro risulta piu versatile nei con.. 
fronti della geometria dell'acquifero e richiede minor tempo mac
china rispetto ai procedimenti non approssimati. 

L'approssimazione sembra possibile rreqll acquiferi porosi a 
perrneabtllta distribuita abbastanza ornoqenearnente. 

E' riportato un esempio numerico riferito alia falda acquifera 
alluvionale del basso Esino (Ancona, Italy). 
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an approximate for the solution of th~ problem of 
of transmissivity porous ground: they suppose transmissi

compared to gradient but not to 
a can be solved with the same mathematic model that 

for the (calculation of 
. . on looks in sufficiently homogeneous aquifers, permeable 

concerning the groundwater flow of the Low Esino 

pour la r€soiution du probl~me de 
l' de dans les moyens poreux: ils supposent 
que la transmissivite est constante en comparaison du gradient mais non in 
comparaison de la divergence. 
II suit que ce probl~me ~tre resolu m5me mod~le mathematique 
qu'on pour Ie direct de la pi~zometrie). 

L' semble dans les aquif~res suffisomment homogenes, 
par la 

On rapporte un exemple numerique concernant la nappe aquif~re du bas Esino 
(Ancona - Italfe). 

because of porousity. 
We show a numeric 
Basin (Ancona 
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INTRODUCTION 

The increasing water requirement more and more urging the problem of 
water management and of water. 
some mathematic model been both to the 

.	 underground water and to value the effects of the diffusion of 
stances in it. 
One can use such models if: 
i the flow is laminar (see 
ii- the vertical dimension is as to the ones (it very 
often takes in the water of the 
So the parabolic (bidimensional) equation is true 

div ( T grad H ) - q + S (1)
 

where:
 

(x,y) is transmissivity (that's the function by which one can measure 
how easily the water crosses the ground): 

(x,y) is the storage coefficient (that s the measure of the water ca
(dimensionless); 

q ~x,y,t) 1S the range of the well or of the linear "mathematic" source; 

t) is the piezometric referring to an horizontal 
The Darabolic equation (1) linked the contour conditions and
 

discretized at the differences or at the finite elements,
 
methods and gives the answer to some of
 

Yet the goodness of such simulations depends on knowledge of physical 
parameters and storage coefficient) which can't be measured di-

but onlY evaluated 1978; Sondhi and Singh 1978 to mention only 
on the subject) by tests of concerning, of course, a 

very few difficultly extrapolable of the 
Another method to get the values the physical parameters is to calculate them 

(1), as if it were an inverse problem. 
Several authors such as Scarascia and Ponzini (1972), 
(1975), Cooley (1977), Guvanasen and Volker (1978) studied 
matical point of view, the problem isn't solved, 
of the inverse problem solution hasn't in proved. 
However the method has spread as "la fatta tende dimostrare 
che e possibile giungere ad una valida determinazione del parametro trasmissi
vita se si conosce una buona stima di tale parametro" (VALENTE 1978). 

A SUGGESTED APPROXIMATION 

With this work we aim at such a problem as far as it concerns the eva
luation of transmissivity, permits to study only the case of permanent 
motion and (1) turns into: 

div (T grad H) -q	 (2) 

which results easily integrable into H, but not into T.
 
Let's that T is steady compared to gradient but not to divergence or
 
(that's same) that:
 

and y 
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are very small,that's transmissivity changes very gradually, it follows as 

(3)
and TT	 y yxx 

and (2) turns into 

(4)(T H) - q 

easily integrable into it and can be solved by the same methods as 
the solution of (2) into H. 

are not always possible, of course: in fact one must change 
but it is sufficiently verified (at least ter

race by terrace) aquifers. 
Moreover researches and/or geoelectric character very 
useful information suggested approximation can be out or 
not. 
It seems moreover, at least for what we have until now tried, that it is enough 

to know a few points, even internal of the basin, to make the 

EXEMPLIFICATION 

The mathematic model, finite differences method, which was performed in the 
Institute of Applied (MANTICA 1979) to solve (1) was carried out to in
tegrate (4). 

A control parameter has been introduced into it to the calculation of the 
matrix coefficients (of the linear system ensuing from according 
to the way of which can be either direct type (piezometric calcu
lation) or one. 
The 1ike that, has the scheme of 1 and has been 
plied to Middle and low Esino Basin which lots observations 
a knowledge of piezometry (fig. 2), were available (CRESCENTI & 
others 
On the contrary, the data of the water withdrawal from the wells and of the in
filtrations, about which researches are still taking are less reliable. 
In this work the difference vector has been reckoned by 
the few available data and it cannot be considered rnliable with the same pre
cision adopted for piezometry. 
To be able to make comparisons, whi ch are spoken in the next and to 
limit to the terrace of order, to the verification of ,the domain 
for which the calculation has been made the one showed in fig. 3, enclo
sed in the squared the real side of whi 5 km. x 4 km. 
Discretization consists square meshed grid the side of which is 500 m. long 
and parallel to the sides the rectangle. 

B.D.? 
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CONCLUSION 

now. 
between the model, we have suggested, and those requiring 

as a solution of the inverse problem are taken place, in order 
give a definitive judgement on the goodness and on the advantage 
a specified type exemplification, the conditions to app]y 

FIG. 3 - THE MIDDLE AND LOW ESINO BAS HI AND FIELD OF f'IODEL. 

BASS IN DU LE l"DYEN ET BAS Es INO ET CHAMP DU f't'ODt:LE. 

FIG. 2 - MEASURED ISOPIESTIC LINES OF THE MIDDLE AND LOW ESINO BASIN.
 

ISOPIEZES MESUREES DU BASIN DU MOYEN ET BAS ESINO.
 

f I C. 1 
SII T£TICAt fl D• e"•U • fl. n ( ..AT Ie. l 10Dn 

fL.ICUIT SUUiT/QUE II .aoiLE '.. fllil.TlGUE 
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4 - LINES (MEASURED). 

MESURtES. 

FIG. 5 - ISOPIESTIC LINES (CALCULATED). 

~nnT~~~~ CALCULETE. 
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